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This Kit includes the parts and documentation necessary to install the Media Rewind Option into all 
of the Zebra Xi II, Xi III, Xi IIIPlus and R-140-Series printers. Read these instructions thoroughly 
before attempting to install this option.

Adding the Rewind Option to a printer requires the installation of several parts and assemblies and 
should be performed by a qualified Service Technician.

MANUALS REQUIRED

TOOLS REQUIRED

REWIND OPTION KIT PARTS

The parts contained in this kit are called out in Table 1. Labels on parts packaged in this kit may not 
show the “M” reorder designation shown in the table. Before beginning the installation process, 
ensure all necessary parts are enclosed.

CAUTION:
OBSERVE PROPER ELECTROSTATIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN 
HANDLING ANY STATIC-SENSITIVE COMPONENTS SUCH AS PRINTED 
CIRCUIT BOARDS AND PRINTHEADS.

Rewind Option Kit Installation Instructions

48460L Xi II-Series User’s Guide 48040L R-140 User’s Guide
11992L Xi III-Series User’s Guide 48452L Xi II-Series Maintenance Manual
11348L Xi IIIPlus-Series User’s Guide 48152L Xi III-Series Maintenance Manual

Phillips Screwdrivers Metric/Inch Ruler
Standard Nut Driver Set Polyester Strip, Part #01776
Standard Allen Wrench Set Metric/Inch Spring Scale, Part #11303
Utility Knife Utility Pliers
Anti-Static Strap Anti-Static Mat
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Table 1.  Media Rewind Option Kit Parts List

� Item Qty Part Number Description

22455
220

XiII, Xi III, 
and 

Xi IIIPlus

46355
170

Xi II, XiIII, 
and 

XiIIIPlus

47355
90

Xi II, Xi III, 
and 

Xi IIIPlus

47355-6
90/96

600 dpi Xi II, 
Xi III, and 
Xi IIIPlus

48355
140

Xi II, XiIII, 
R-140, and 
Xi IIIPlus

1 3 30393-006* Screw, 8-32 × 0.37 (9.5 mm) X X X X X

2 6 40193**
Flat Washer, 0.406 × 0.172 × 0.048
(10 mm × 4.35 mm × 1.20 mm)

X X X X X

3 2 Flange Bearing X X X X X

4 1

22101M

Plate Roller

X

46278M X

47601M X X

40038M X

5 1

22155M

Rewind Spindle Assembly

X

46249M X

47155M X X

48155M X

6 1

47062-4

J-Hook

X

47062-3 X

47062-2 X X

47062-1 X

7 1 40019 Platen Support Bracket X X X X X

8 3 30392-004*** Screw, 6-32 × 0.25 (6.35 mm) X X X X X

9 1 02252 Crescent Ring, 0.25 (6.35 mm) X X X X X

10 1

22383M

Rewind Plate

X

46383M X

47383M X X

48383M X

11 1
22334M

Bearing Housing Assembly
X

30334M X X X X

12 1
31336M

RTU/MTU Pulley Assembly
X X X X

47358M X

13 1 30118†
E-Ring, 0.500 × 0.042
(12.5 mm × 1.07 mm)

X X X X X

14 1
45189-2

Rewind Drive Belt
X X X X

45189-13 X

15 1 30114††
Flat Washer, 0.75 × 0.51 × 0.03
(19 mm × 13 mm × 0.76 mm)

X X X X X

16 1 30115†††
Wave Washer, 0.74 × 0.52 × 0.080
(19 mm × 13 mm × 2 mm)

X X X X X

17 1
30914

Rewind Platen Pulley
X X X X

47915M X

18 1 46609-4M Take-Label Sensors Assembly X X X X X

19 2 07435‡ Screw 6-32 × 0.37 (9.5 mm) X X X X X

20 1
22265

Idler Pulley
X

30265 X X X X

21 1 N/A Spacer (Part of Platen Roller Kits) X X X X X

22 1
22207

Idler Shaft
X

30207 X X X X

23 1 N/A Spacer (Part of 31336M) X X X X X

24 1 11301 Allen Wrench, Long 7/64" X X X X X

N/A – Not available as a separate service item.
*Available as HW30393-006 in quantities of 25.            **Available as HW40193 in quantities of 25.            ***Available as HW30392-004 in quantities of 50.

***Available as HW30392-004 in quantities of 50.         †Available as HW30118 in quantities of 25.              ††Available as HW30114 in quantities of 25.

†††Available as HW30115 in quantities of 25.               ‡Available as HW07435 in quantities of 100

Bold = Part available for purchase.
Light italic = Part not available for purchase, listed and shown for reference only.
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Figure 1.   Rewind Option Kit
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PRINTER DISASSEMBLY

The Printer must be partially disassembled in order to install the various parts provided in this Kit. 
Follow the procedures listed below.

Internal Access

1. Turn the printer power Off (O) and disconnect the AC power cord.

2. Open the media cover and remove all media and ribbon from the printer.

3. Refer to Figure 2. Remove the electronics cover by removing the screws that secure it.

DC Power Supply Assembly Removal

1. Refer to Figures 3 or 4. Disconnect all wires and cables attached to the DC power supply 
board.

2. Remove the mounting screw and two nuts securing the DC power supply assembly.

3. Remove the DC power supply assembly from the printer chassis.

Figure 2.   Electronics Cover Removal and Installation
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*SPI—Serial Peripheral Interface

Figure 3.   XiII/XiIII Interconnections

Table 2.  XiII/XiIII Interconnections

Connector Description Connector Description
J1 Memory Board Connection J13 Lower Media Sensor

J2 25-Pin External Serial Port J14 Upper Media Sensor

J3 External Parallel Port J15 Lower Take-Label Sensor

J4 N/A J16 Upper Take-Label Sensor

J5 N/A J17 Ribbon Sensor

J6 N/A J18 Head-Open Sensor

J7 SPI Connector* J19 Black-Mark Sensor

J8 SPI Connector J20 DC Power Supply J10

J9 SPI Connector J21 Printhead Data

J10 SPI Connector, Cutter Board J1 J22 N/A

J11 DC Power Supply J11 J23 RFID Connector

J12 LCD Display Board

NOTE:  J5–J10 have the same output on the DC power supply.

J1 J1 AC Power PCB J7 Cutter Option

J2 Printhead Power for 220 XiII/XiIII Printers J8 N/A

J3 Printhead Power for all XiII/XiIII Printers J9 LCD Display Power

J4 Stepper Motor J10 J20 Main Logic PCB

J5 N/A J11 J11 Main Logic PCB
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*SPI—Serial Peripheral Interface

Figure 4.   Xi IIIPlus Interconnections

Table 3.  Xi IIIPlus Interconnections

Connector Description Connector Description
J1 9-Pin External Serial Port P16 N/A

J2 40-Pin External Parallel Port P17 N/A

JP1 Jumper Pin 2 to Pin 3 P18 N/A

JP2 N/A P19 N/A

JP3 Open P20 Printhead Data

JP4 Jumper Pin 1 to Pin 2 P21 Internal Parallel Connector

JP5 Jumper Pin 1 to Pin 2 P22 N/A

P1 Lower Take-Label Sensor P23 PCMCIA Board Connector

P2 Upper Take-Label Sensor P24 PCMCIA Board Connector

P3 Head-Open Sensor P25 N/A

P4 N/A P26 N/A

P5 Ribbon Sensor P27 LCD Display Control Board Power

P6 Reflective Media Sensor P28 DC Power Supply J10

P7 N/A P29 N/A

P8 Transmissive Media Sensor P30 SPI Connector*

P9 N/A P31 SPI Connector

P10 Transmissive Media Sensor P32 SPI Connector LCD Display Board

P11 N/A P33 SPI Connector Cutter Board

P12 N/A P34 SPI Connector DC Power Supply J11

P13 N/A P35 SPI Connector

P14 N/A P36 USB Port

P15 N/A

NOTE:  J5–PJ10 have the same output on the DC power supply.

J1 J1 AC Power PCB J7 Cutter Option

J2 Printhead Power for 220XiIIIPlus Printers J8 N/A

J3 Printhead Power J9 LCD Display Power

J4 Stepper Motor J10 J20 Main Logic PCB

J5 N/A J11 J11 Main Logic PCB

J6 N/A
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REWIND OPTION INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

Installation

Refer to Figure 1 and Table 1 for item numbers and installation.

1. Open the media cover, then locate and remove the plastic plug in the lower access hole near 
the bottom of the print mechanism side plate.

2. For the 170Xi printer, place a flat washer (item 2) onto the screw (item 1). Place the mounting 
screw and washer through the lower access hole and through the idler pulley mounting hole in 
the main frame. On the electronics side of the main frame, attach the idler shaft (item 22) to the 
mounting screw.

3. Position the idler shaft in the middle of the mounting hole and tighten. Apply a small amount of 
grease to the idler shaft, ensuring that excess grease is away from all other components.

4. Slide the idler pulley (item 20), flat side facing out, onto the idler shaft.

5. In the lower center portion of the main frame, remove and discard the cover plate and screws of 
the media rewind spindle mounting hole.

6. Slide the bearing housing assembly (item 11) off of the media rewind spindle assembly.

7. Install the bearing housing assembly on the main frame using three screws (item 1) and three 
flat washers (item 2). Do not tighten the screws at this time.

8. Insert the shaft of the media rewind spindle through the bearing housing assembly.

9. Place wave washer (item 16), flat washer (item 15), and pulley (item 12), with counter-sunk 
side of pulley facing out, onto the media rewind spindle shaft, and secure with the E-ring 
(item 13). 

10. Install the platen support bracket (item 7) to the side plate with two washers (item 2) and two 
screws (item 8). Do not tighten the screws at this time.

11. Remove the plastic plug from the rewind platen mounting hole near the bottom of the main 
frame.

12. From the electronics side, install a flange bearing (item 3) into the rewind platen mounting hole 
and insert the long end of the platen roller shaft into the flange bearing.

13. From the mechanical side, insert the remaining flange bearing (item 3) into the platen support 
bracket, flange facing out.

14. Tighten the mounting screws that secure the platen support bracket to the side plate. The 
bracket may need adjustment later.

15. Install the E-ring (item 9) onto the right side of the platen roller shaft.

16. From the electronics side, slide the spacer (item 21) and the platen roller pulley onto the rewind 
platen shaft.

17. Align the two pulley set screws with the flat surfaces of the rewind platen shaft and tighten. The 
pulley should be positioned with approximately 5 mm (0.20 in.) between the E-ring and the 
platen support bracket.
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Drive Belt Installation and Adjustment

1. Refer to Figure 5. Loosen, but do not remove, the screws that secure the ribbon take-up 
spindle assembly. Access the screws through the holes in the ribbon take-up pulley.

2. Slide the ribbon take-up assembly toward the front of the printer, relieving the belt tension, and 
remove the main drive belt from the stepper motor pulley.

3. Use a utility knife to carefully cut away and remove the clear plastic spacer on the stepper 
motor pulley.

4. Refer to Figure 6. Route the media rewind belt (item 14) around the stepper motor pulley, 
media rewind pulley (item 14), rewind platen pulley (item 17), and idler pulley (item 20), ensure 
that both plastic washers on the stepper motor pulley are positioned to the outside of the 
rewind belt.

5. Slide the media rewind assembly toward the rear of the printer until the belt (item 14) tension is 
tight or adjustment margin is used up. Tighten the rewind spindle assembly screws. Access is 
through the holes in the rewind pulley (item 12).

6. Grasp the idler pulley and shaft assembly while loosening the mounting screw. Slide the 
assembly toward the rear of the printer, until belt tension is tight, then retighten the mounting 
screw.

Figure 5.   Ribbon Take-Up Pulley
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7. Hook a spring scale at the midpoint of the lower section of the belt and pull up. The belt should 
deflect 0.25 inch (6.35 mm) with a tension of 2000 grams (4.5 lbs.). If this condition does not 
exist, readjust the belt tension by changing the position of the idler pulley.

8. When adjustment is completed, reinstall the plastic plug in the lower access hole in the print 
mechanism side plate.

9. Reinstall the main drive belt over the stepper motor pulley, platen pulley, and ribbon take-up 
pulley. Ensure that one of the stepper motor pulley spacers is placed on each side of this drive 
belt.

10. Slide the ribbon take-up assembly toward the rear until the belt tension is tight. Tighten the 
ribbon take-up spindle mounting screws using the access holes in the ribbon take-up pulley.

NOTE: The 220XiII, XiIII, and XiIIIPlus have an idler pulley to adjust main drive belt tension. 
Use the idler pulley for step 11.

11. Refer to Figure 5. Hook a spring scale at the midpoint of the belt section between the stepper 
motor pulley and the ribbon take-up spindle pulley and pull down to the left. The belt deflection 
should be 0.250 in. (6.35 mm) with a tension of 2000 grams (4.5 lbs.). If this condition does not 
exist, readjust the belt tension by changing the position of the ribbon take-up assembly.

Take-Label Sensor Installation (Do not install on Cutter units)

The take-label sensors are required only in the peel-off mode of operation.

1. Refer to Figure 1. Remove the cover plates over the upper and lower take-label sensor 
mounting holes.

2. Insert the upper sensor assembly and cable (item 18) through the upper sensor hole.

3. Position the sensor with the window facing directly down, and use one screw (item 19) to 
secure the sensor.

4. Insert the lower sensor assembly and cable (item 18) through the lower sensor hole.

Figure 6.   Rewind Drive Belt Installation
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5. Position the sensor with the window facing directly up, and use the remaining screw (item 19) 
to secure the sensor.

6. Refer to Figures 3 or 4. Route the cables through the cable clamps and toward the main logic 
board ensuring that the wires do not come in contact with any moving parts.

7. Connect the upper sensor connector to J16 for the Xi II and Xi III, or P2 for the Xi IIIPlus.

8. Connect the lower sensor connector to J15 for the Xi II and Xi III, or P1 for the Xi IIIPlus.

NOTE: When in the PEEL-OFF mode, if the two sensors are not aligned with each other, the 
take-label LED illuninates and the printer does not operate.

Printer Reassembly

1. Refer to Figures 3 or 4. Reinstall the DC power supply assembly and mounting hardware.

2. Refer to Figure 2 and reinstall the electronics cover.

3. Reconnect the AC power cord.

OPERATION

Refer to the User’s Guide for procedures on setting the machine to REWIND MODE and for 
instructions on installing the Rewind Plate at the front of the printer. (REWIND MODE rewinds a 
printed roll of continuous media or a printed roll with backing and labels.)

To use this option to dispense individual labels and rewind the media backing only, refer to the User’s 
Guide to set the machine to PEEL-OFF MODE.

ADJUSTMENTS

The rewind option kit usually requires some adjustments to prevent printing problems such as ribbon 
wrinkle, non-centered labels and tearing of the media. Print a number of test labels to check for 
problems. Use the following procedures to correct any problems.

REWIND MODE ADJUSTMENTS

Tracking Adjustment

If the media walks from side to side or tears or wrinkles against the backing plate of the media rewind 
spindle, it may be necessary to adjust the position of the rewind plate assembly, mounted on the 
front of the printer, or the rewind spindle assembly.

1. Refer to Figure 7. Remove the rewind plate assembly from the front of the printer, and loosen 
the nuts securing the hook plate to the rewind plate.

a. Move the outer end of the hook plate UP to force the media to wind closer to the backing 
plate on the rewind spindle.

or

b. Move the outer end DOWN to force the media away from the backing plate.
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2. Reinstall the rewind plate onto the front of the printer and print a number of test labels. If 
problems persist, readjust the hook plate.

3. If the media cannot be made to track correctly after making this adjustment, check the distance 
from the backing plate to the main frame. This dimension is set at the factory and should be 
0.550 in. (14 mm) ±0.020 in. (0.5 mm).

4. Loosen the two set screws in the collar located inside the rewind spindle assembly near the 
backing plate. The set screws are accessible through a single hole in the rewind spindle 
assembly. Reposition the backing plate as required and retighten the set screws in the collar.

5. Perform the rewind plate assembly adjustment in steps 1 and 2 until the desired results are 
achieved.

Figure 7.   Rewind Plate Installation, Removal and Adjustment

Figure 8.   Rewind Spindle Position Adjustment
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Tension Adjustment

Media that is rewound too tightly, it can cause misregistration of labels, tearing, or poor print quality 
due to smudging. Media rewound too loosely can jam up the printer before completing a roll or make 
it impossible to separate labels from backing in PEEL-OFF MODE.

Refer to Figure 9 to adjust the tension.

1. Loosen the set screw in the tension adjusting nut at the end of the rewind spindle assembly.

2. Insert an Allen wrench through the access hole at the rear of the rewind spindle assembly into 
one of the set screws in the collar to prevent the rewind spindle shaft from turning while 
adjusting the tension.

3. Position the adjusting nut with fingers or pliers as required; IN for more tension, OUT for less 
tension.

4. A spring scale gauge should be used to measure the spindle tension. Place a media core on 
the spindle and attach a 2 in. (51 mm) wide by 30 in (7.6 m) long strip of polyester film to the 
core with adhesive tape in the direction shown in Figure 5.

5. Insert the spring scale tip through the reinforced hole in the end of the strip and pull slowly and 
evenly, 2 in. (51 mm) per second, in the direction shown. Make this measurement several times 
to ensure an accurate reading. This tension should be approximately 1400–1500 grams (90Xi), 
1400–1500 grams (140Xi), 1600–1700 grams (170Xi), or 1780–1880 grams (220Xi).

6. If required, readjust the tension as described above and re-check the tension setting. Retighten 
the set screw for the adjusting nut when the tension is correct.

7. Recheck the tension after running a full roll of labels.

NOTE: Depending on your application, it may be necessary to deviate slightly from the 
recommended tension setting shown above.

Figure 9.   Spindle Tension Adjustment
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PEEL-OFF MODE ADJUSTMENTS

Lower Roller Adjustment

The lower roller alignment has much the same effect on media tracking as the rewind pate alignment 
does in REWIND MODE.

1. Refer to Figure 10. Loosen the mounting screws securing the platen support bracket to the side 
plate.

2. Moving the bracket toward the rear of the printer forces the media to wind closer to the large 
backing plate on the rewind spindle. Moving the bracket toward the front of the machine moves 
the media away from the backing plate. Adjust as required and tighten the mounting screws.

3. Perform this adjustment until the required results are achieved.

Tension Adjustment

For backing/label combinations that are particularly difficult, it may be necessary to increase rewind 
tension in PEEL-OFF MODE. Follow the same procedure that is used for the REWIND MODE 
adjustments.

Figure 10.   Platen Support Bracket and Adjustments
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	2. Insert an Allen wrench through the access hole at the rear of the rewind spindle assembly into...
	3. Position the adjusting nut with fingers or pliers as required; IN for more tension, OUT for le...
	Figure 9. Spindle Tension Adjustment
	4. A spring scale gauge should be used to measure the spindle tension. Place a media core on the ...
	5. Insert the spring scale tip through the reinforced hole in the end of the strip and pull slowl...
	6. If required, readjust the tension as described above and re-check the tension setting. Retight...
	7. Recheck the tension after running a full roll of labels.



	Peel-Off Mode Adjustments
	Lower Roller Adjustment
	1. Refer to Figure�10. Loosen the mounting screws securing the platen support bracket to the side...
	2. Moving the bracket toward the rear of the printer forces the media to wind closer to the large...
	3. Perform this adjustment until the required results are achieved.
	Figure 10. Platen Support Bracket and Adjustments

	Tension Adjustment



